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Abstract: Polarization is examined from the viewpoint of clustering of peoples throughout local pillars and inside-cluster designation. The principal impact of the workforce position is greater essential than each of the other indicators in assessing dissimilarities in earning. Research on the matter of earning bipolarization is an essential aspect however ignored dimension of earning dispersion. The objective of this paper is to examine the relationship between pure income polarization and economic change. This research is an explanatory research using quantitative approach for primary data collection to explain the role of economic change to influence pure income polarization in the Northern Area of Peninsula Malaysia encompassing Sungai Petani, Northeast of Penang and Kinta, Perak. Survey using questionnaire were conducted on 434 respondents in the year 2016. Probability sampling technique utilized was a stratified sampling according to the race group of Malaysian citizens namely Malay Chinese and Indian. Questionnaire filled through self-administered and filled by researcher. Economic change through scatter plot shows no relationship with pure income polarization. However, through correlation analysis the two variables showed a moderate positive association.
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1. Introduction

Income equity could be inferred as an essential predictor of the economic force of every income category in the community. Throughout the year 1998 until 2013, the grow in income polarization and weaker marginal tendency to expenditure have eliminated the degree of actual utilization at the accumulative stage, by nearly 31/2 percent – corresponds to more than one year of utilization [1]. [2] exhibited the probable negative socio-economic impacts of wage bipolarization are the major reason for this study on the factors of earning polarization. The research implemented multi-stage methods to examine for the factors of wage bipolarization at the family and the nation stage to a panel of approximately 300,000 families in European Union nations across the term of 2003-2009. From the policy related macro indicators, greater advancing worker taxing and to a specified degree capital taxing is positively associated with weaker degrees of earning polarization. Public spending on social security, education and economic funding are connected to a weaker level of polarization. Smaller jobless, a greater industrial foundation and business accessibility are also connected with weaker stages of bipolarization.

Polarization has been examined in a cross-section or time series context at the macro and micro stage differently; researcher concern in the problem of income bipolarization is connected to examining the factors of earning polarization at the micro-stage design over a set of micro-economic nation data collections. Wage bipolarization is the proportion of family income to the median earning of every nation and year in percentage scores. This sort of distribution assess was first employed for the purpose of explain at the total stage the ending of the middle stratum in the beginning of polarization discourse in the 1980s. In particular, no people have employed a multi-stage method to examine for the factors of wage bipolarization [2].

[3] employed the census public-usage microdata files (PUMFs) to estimate indices of bipolarization across families, displaying that earning bipolarization across families enhanced, however these data create restrictions for assessments of earning disparities and bipolarization. The approach for generating the PUMFs has transformed across time, which possibly impact the findings available with the data. Polarization pertaining to a circumstance in which wage earners focuses toward two different clusters, one considerably great earning and one more considerably small wage. Suburban regions for example areas in York territory frequently comprise families in which there is one considerably high-wage earner, meanwhile other members of the family probably have smaller wages such as if a partner or adolescent member holds a part-time work. If these members are aggregated collectively, the finding is great stages of polarization between peoples.

Polarization is examined from the viewpoint of clustering of peoples throughout local pillars and inside-cluster designation. The principal impact of the workforce position is greater essential than each of the other indicators in assessing dissimilarities in earning. High-educated labors have opportunities of growing their wage throughout their job impacts by age [4]. [5] displayed in assessing earning bipolarization, investigators regard two notions, or axioms. Firstly is the diffuse axiom, which is that polarization rises at every time that the earning dispersion of the population changes from the median wage (for example, the diffuse broaden). To the beginning axiom is also commonly connected with rising disparities. The following is the bipolarization axiom in which polarization rises if the wage dispersion turns into centered toward two poles that do not cross the middle. The bipolarization axiom is fulfilled every time that the inhabitant becomes greater clustered toward these two poles, notwithstanding if this implies that the relatively poorest see their wage rise (however to a stage smaller than the average for the poor pole) or the richest consider their wages drop (however to a stage greater than the average for the rich pole). Note that the second case
could indicate a circumstance in which polarization is raising, whereas disparity is declining.

[6] implies in the present thesis the researcher investigate dissimilar elements of convergence bipolarization, with focus nonlinear transport situation and complexities electrode increase. The researcher purpose at refining the vital attributes which feature the issues, and to that end the researcher apply a diverse of numerical and analyzing approaches. The previous research interests a basic issue in the research of focus bipolarization at excessive restricting present, specifically the emersion of a prolonged space-charge area close the ion-selective interface.

2. Literature Survey

There are numerous investigators on income polarization such as [7] signified the matter of earning bipolarization is an essential aspect however ignored dimension of earning dispersion. Assessments of two criterions of wage bipolarization are acquired for the inhabitant, rural and urban industries utilizing family survey data on spending per capita for a sample of Asian nations. The results comprise the following: income bipolarization and disparities, the second assessed applying the Gini coefficient, are highly positively related; in the majority nations, urban wage bipolarization is greater than rural wage polarization; and the final, greater rates of increases in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and per capita GDP, greater stages of educational achievement of family heads, and great rates of occupation in manufacturing probably pivotal in retaining earning bipolarization at poor stages.

[8] indicated that three notable empirical findings: actual personal leisure time as well as wage is a pivotal and considerable polarization characteristic. Remuneration is of economic and statistical significant. The recent minimum multidimensional polarization gap (2DGAP) method discovers that multidimensional polarization enhanced in the 1990s in Germany. [9] by examining the transition of the worldwide dispersion of technology abilities, researcher possibly therefore examine the extent to that technology as pivotal determinant to describe the pattern of growing wage bipolarization and emerging twin-peaks as well as identify the technology aspects that are more closely associated to the changes of GDP per capita. [10] signified that for rising value of \( \alpha \), the Duclos-Esteban-Ray index (DER) focuses the rising significance of the creation of wage clusters in community.

Disintegration by cluster remarkably exhibit the disintegration of the DER index is largely more stabile. Earning polarization is moderately greater impacted by the inside aspects, the comparative influence of which (53.5 percent in 2006) proposes the occurrence of wage deviations in rural and urban regions. However, the non-trifling influence of among-cluster differences (46.5 percent in 2006) indicates that there are significance variances among rural and urban wage bipolarization. The growth in rural wage polarization is modest because the designation aspect has stagnated and even remarkably declined during the year 2000. The increase of rural bipolarization and inequity is closely connected to non agricultural chances in rural regions [10].

Polarization that articulates a recent viewpoint on the inequity discourse is an essential and different aspect of the dispersion of wage. During the year 2006-2010, a term that comprises a year instantly initial to and immediately following the downturn, there was a raise in wage bipolarization of nearly 1.4 percent (CAGR). However, the index fallen throughout the real downturn period (2007-2009) by remarkably greater than half a percent (CAGR). The researcher has no decisive description for the findings acquired. The researcher duty was a mostly explorative and restricted to generating the actual record of the effect of the downturn on wage polarization in the State of Connecticut. Policy in Connecticut emerges to be centered on an inaccurate perception of a raise in wage bipolarization and the perception that the middle stratum share of the revenue distribution is decreasing. Generating the actual record in a statistically strong approach is essential for reconsidering present policy and creating next policy [11].

Income bipolarization declined from the 1980s earlier than rising at approximately the identical rate from the year 1990 forward. Analyses of wage polarization between peoples nevertheless discover that York area had the highest stage in every study year. Stage of wage bipolarization between peoples in the City of Toronto is mostly similar to those of the Toronto Census Metropolitan Area (CMA) as an overall and the City of Vancouver in every research year. Merely Montreal deviates moderately from these patterns, as its bipolarization stages have fully developed more gradually and periodically. In the year 2010, assessing people wages, York Region maintains a top status between other research locations, exceeded modestly merely by the City of Vancouver [3].

The earning dispersion created an establishment of two poles of wage, rich and poor, as well as a full depletion of the middle stratum. An assessment of the economic bipolarization displays raised values. The assessments of economic bipolarization are an option to the assessment of inequity [12].

In political discipline the first step for numerous quantitative researches of polarization is the strong examination of increasing proponent dissimilarities in roll-call electing action in Congress. The two-party alliances of the year 1950s and 1960s have conferred method to the party-line electing of the twenty-first century. However these patterns are manifest in simple descriptive statistics concerning proponent portion on roll calls, political scientists have formulated more clarified assessments of proponent electing dissimilarities. Throughout the 1930s to the middle of 1970s, the assessments of proponent bipolarization by calculating the dissimilar in means (or medians) throughout the political parties was considerably small [13].

[14] indicated that nearly the whole of the bipolarization impact came from goods desire changes throughout activities that have raised the comparative need for high-and low-
skilled employees at the expenditure of middle-skilled employees, strengthening polarization of the occupation and earning arrangements in Egypt. Whereas raised rivalry from imports had a contrary effect for middle-skilled labors, growing of the private sector has produced opportunity to raise desire for the whole skills mostly those of the middle skills, lessening the level of bipolarization across time. Demand-driven bipolarization in Egypt has three policy impacts consists of capitalizing in human capital by increasing the quality of education and training arrangements would enable labors to obtain the types of skills that are in higher desire in the worker market, grow their yields and raise their upcoming incomes; growing private sector involvement in economic activity by benefiting a transparent commercial conditions and a more adjustable worker market would circulate need for the whole skills, mostly those of the middle skills; and improving goods in not fully developed activities and capitalizing in activities with great work content of development would assist promote the desire for their goods and circulate occupation, subsequently constricting income inequality throughout activities.

The level of spatial bipolarization is assessed reference to the share of inequity constituted by the among cluster aspect. The option of the segmentation can basically shift any disparities assessment disintegration, both qualitatively and quantitatively. For the purpose of resolving this issue the investigator suggests an essence method to the spatial polarization assessment relied on the Theil index calculated on the spatial in motion means. This enables to discover a bipolarization curve assessing the level of geographic convergence reference to a role of a spatial measure parametric quantity, signifying the geographic aspect of the clusters. The analyses of per capita earning data of the Italian regions in 20th century reveals the occurrence of a various polarization in other words per capita wage is bipolar at dissimilar spatial measure. The analysis also exhibits the occurrence of a prolonged geographic guild concentration with concentrating guilds and a reinforcing of the bipolarization, principally imputable to territorial dissimilarities; the strengthening of North-South duality is more constrained [15].

3. Methodology

3.1 Problem Definition

Gripping prove is continual deficient and necessarily to be accumulated. Initially, there has been a considerable transformation in worldwide urbanization stages and economic growth throughout the past 30 years. This produces a natural checkpoint for validating whether the present empirical data advocate the recent viewpoint. Subsequently, inside the scope of globalization, majority nations are profoundly incorporated inside global arrangements. Consequently, it is preferable to analyze the transforming worldwide trend entirely. Internationally, the urbanization stage has increased from 39 percent in the year 1980 to 52 percent in the year 2011. Nevertheless, the total comparative stage of dispersion of urbanization on a national scale global is fundamentally consistent across the time span. The advanced areas for example North America, Europe and Australia continue at a greater stage of urbanization whereas the growing nations are comparatively smaller [16].

Bipolarization or polarization [10] refers to the actual fact to a position that exist significance amount of peoples that are most poor however there occurs also a non-trifling share of the inhabitant that is quite rich. Implied a disparity among the “poor” and the “rich” infers apparently that there is no considerable middle stratum. The assessment of polarization is subsequently connected to that of the significant of the middle stratum. The issue of bipolarization turns into even more connected promptly an individual agrees the notion that the total wage dispersion is in reality a combination of numerous dispersions. The concept of polarization emphasizes in the two ideas namely raising spread and enhanced bipolarity [17].

3.2 Research Design

This research is an explanatory research using quantitative approach for primary data collection to explain the role of economic change to influence pure income polarization in the Northern Area of Peninsula Malaysia encompassing Sungai Petani, Northeast of Penang and Kinta, Perak. Survey using questionnaire were conducted on 434 respondents in the year 2016. Probability sampling technique utilized was a stratified sampling according to the race group of Malaysian citizens namely Malay, Chinese and Indian. Questionaire filled through self-administered and filled by researcher. Data analysis involved correlation and scatter plot. The objective of this paper is to examine the relationship between pure income polarization and economic change. Independent variable is economic change and dependent variable is pure income polarization. The research question is why pure income polarization related with economic change? The research Null hypothesis is there is no relationship between pure income polarization and economic change. Figure 1 show the relationship between variables.

![Figure 1: The relationship between independent (economic change) and dependent variables (pure income polarization)](image)

3.3 Data Collection and Analysis

This research is a basic research and the purpose of the study is to explain on the relationship between economic change and pure income polarization. Time dimension of the research is cross-sectional. Quantitative approach utilized in this research for data collection and analysis. Data collected through survey using questionnaire at Sungai Petani, Kedah; Georgetown, Penang and Ipoh, Perak. Data collected on 12 August 2016 until 30 September 2016 at the research location area. Whereas data collection through telephone 4 August 2016 until 14 December 2016.

4. Results and Discussion

Scatter plot display that no correlation (r = 0) between pure
income polarization and economic change. Thus the value of $r_s = 0$ imply there is no relationship between the variables [18]. The correlation coefficient through Spearman correlation analysis of economic change and pure income polarization is $r = 0.619^{**}$, $p = 0.000$ ($p < 0.01$) and $n = 434$ shows a significant correlation. Economic changes and pure income polarization have a high positive correlation. Thus, the Null hypothesis successfully denied that there was a significant relationship between economic change and pure income polarization.

The result corresponding with the inference by [22] that scientific and technological transformation from the encouraging force of scientific and economic policies accepted to determine economic growing and progress. Technological advancement contributes economic expansion. Nevertheless, it also raises social affluence from one point of view by raising the earning stages and affluence produces specific social issues as another point of view. The fluctuations and uncertainties formed in the business life by the technological growth generated uncertainties in the job levels of the workers. Whereas technological growth removed particular employments and occupations regions in addition to made a negative effect to job from one point of view, it formed recent employment chances and educated other approaches to execute the occupations from another point of view. The situations created negative implications for the growing nations that have large problems in generating technology. The traditional industrial centers of the previous discover difficult to maintain their rivalry force and concurrently, worldwide cities initiated to turn into influential as recent supervising centers. Producing raised communication, easy and quick admittance to the recent markets, rise in the marketing mechanisms and corporation unions, technological progress result a positive effect to the economy. As a consequence of e-commerce resulted on Internet, the aspects of business have transformed. The providers and customers could fulfill with one another in global markets via e-commerce and produce business. Technological increases grow rivalry between countries.

There is a relationship between economic change and pure income polarization. The r value indicated moderate positive correlation. The relationship between economic change and pure income polarization is at a moderate level. The higher the economic change the higher the pure income polarization will be create. If economic change increases, pure income polarization will increase. Ho: $p = 0.000$, the economic change and pure income polarization correlation coefficient is 0.619; there is association between the economic change and pure income polarization.

This finding corresponding with research by [19] that analyzes the correlation among wage bipolarization and economic development in the areas of the European Union throughout the period 1993-2003. The findings imply that the stage of earning bipolarization is negatively connected with regional development. The result is in reality strong to numerous option stipulations consists of an amount of supplemental explanatory variables for instance prior per capita gross domestic product, industry combination, human capital stock, inhabitant concentration or market possibility. Moreover it should be recognized that the measured negative association among polarization and economic achievement does not rely on the amount of clusters utilized to examine the level of wage classification throughout the sample areas.

Cites are undergoing considerable tension to reduce the risks from bipolarization of economic possibility among and inside cities. Growing rivalry among cities and areas to invite commercial, especially in Europe, has made it important for cities to supply corporations with a propitious facilities design. Enlarging national and international transport facility as well as enhancing the achievement of education and academic study is completely vital [20].

However, the finding different with study by [21], that examination represents none proof for individualization or stratum bipolarization of danger. Alternatively, while economic tension stage is highly classified in stratum regards in growth and recession terms, the shifting effect of stratum is highly possible on way of life phase. An earning centered on categorization indicated that the rich earning stratum encountered its benefit comparative to the earning poor stratum decrease at the initial phase of the way of life and continue balanced throughout the remain of the way of life. The structure of the earning poor stratum encountered a comparative progress in their condition in the previous way of life stage and not significance transformation at the second phases. For the remaining earning stratums, way of life phase was certainly more pivotal. At the previous phase the dangerous stratum encountered different advancement in its situation whereas the results for the middle stratums continue static. In the middle way of life the dangerous and lower middle stratums encountered unequal raise in their tension stages whereas at the second phase it is the integrated middle stratums that not profit. Supplementary impacts across time concerning to social stratum are limited to the declining condition of the small bourgeoisie at the middle phase of the way of life.
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5. Conclusion

Economic change through scatter plot shows no relationship with pure income polarization. However, through correlation analysis the two variables showed a moderate positive association. Increasing in economic change will raise pure income polarization. The higher economic change, the higher pure income polarization will occur. Implication of this research may apply the views expressed by [23] that concluded common policies planned to incorporate to the global possibly are not optimum for economic development by itself. Economic globalization not specifically encourages development however also obliquely does exactly through complementary regenerates. The policy effects of this research are directly. Incorporating to the worldwide economy is merely one portion of the record. The other is the way to greater profit from globalization. In this regard, the obligation of policy makers is to enhance the stage of educated employees and reinforce of monetary arrangements to obtain greater opportunists from globalization. These economic policies are essential not merely in the people right, however also in assisting growing nations to obtain the profits of globalization. Nevertheless, execution of recent technologies distributed from developed economies needs skilled employees. The researcher findings proposed that the vital of growing educated labors as a complementary policy in developing globalization. In reality, nations with greater stage of human capital can improving and rapidly replicate as well as enforce the distributed technologies. The successfully incorporated over nations. This signifies the vital of human capital in the victory of nations in the globalizing worldwide. Monetary generous in the pattern of Foreign Direct Investment carry the knowledge and administrative for adopting the recent technology. It is possibly useful in improving the stage of human capital in host nations. Nevertheless, robust and well-functional monetary arrangements possibly contribute the influx of foreign capital to the generative and suitable sectors in Organization of Islamic Cooperation.

6. Future Scope

Future studies can focus on peoples background differences with occurrence of income polarizations. [1] suggested income polarization of women as an interesting question for future research to study.
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